Advance notice of UAH events, April 6-8: Admitted Students Day, ChargerCon, Out of the Darkness Suicide Prevention Walk, Eclipse Day

What: The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) will have four special events happening on the UAH campus this Saturday through Monday, April 6-8, 2024.

This is an advance notice to assist with your news coverage plans.

Later this week we will follow up with individual media alerts that will include more details for each of these events:

- **Saturday, April 6**: Admitted Students Day
- **Saturday, April 6**: ChargerCon
- **Sunday, April 7**: Out of the Darkness Suicide Prevention Walk
- **Monday, April 8**: Eclipse Day!

**Interview opportunities for media** – For Eclipse Day, we have interview opportunities available with our experts throughout this week as you prepare to cover this significant international event. Information on interview opportunities for the other events will be provided in individual media alerts.

**Media Contact:** Kristina Hendrix, 256-824-6341

Please RSVP to Kristina Hendrix, kristina.hendrix@uah.edu.